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Abstract 

For coal price influencing factors, firstly, seven factors that may affect coal supply and 
demand and their data are selected, and a random forest model is used to take the mean 
value of the contribution made by each influencing factor on each tree to quantitatively 
investigate the degree of influence of these factors on coal prices and rank them 
according to their values. A Lasso regression model of coal prices on the influencing 
factors is then developed through visualisation methods and ten-fold cross-validation to 
obtain the optimal penalty coefficients based on the minimum mean squared error to 
forecast monthly coal prices; and through polynomial fitting, forecasts are made for 
future weekly and daily coal prices. Secondly, using the New Coronavirus outbreak factor 
as an example, the newly derived equation is modified by introducing dummy variables 
through multiple regression analysis of the data before the occurrence of the COVID-19, 
resulting in a modified prediction equation. Finally, in the light of today's social 
development trends, four policy recommendations are made to safeguard the steady 
state development of China's coal market. 
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1. Introduction 

As the main form of energy used in the country, fluctuations in the price of coal play a greater role in 

affecting the country's economy than other energy sources. As China's energy mix has improved in 

recent years, the share of fossil energy relative to energy overall has changed. However, due to China's 

own characteristics of having more coal and less natural gas and poor oil, the coal-based energy mix 

is unlikely to change much for the time being. The price of coal is an important weather vane for the 

coal market and price movements play an important role in influencing the amount of coal supplied 

to companies, coal-related industries and the development of the national economy. Objective 

analysis of the factors affecting coal prices, identifying the causes of fluctuations and establishing 

coal price forecasting models are important to quickly grasp the initiative in economic decision-

making, grasp the direction of the economy and make sound decisions. 

2. Ranking of the main factors affecting coal prices based on random forest 

2.1 Research ideas 

Take Qinhuangdao port power coal price as an example and to rank the main factors affecting 

Qinhuangdao port power coal price from largest to smallest. Firstly, the factors affecting coal prices 

are divided into internal and external factors, and based on the analysis the national raw coal 

production, consumer price index, coal consumption demand, domestic oil price, seaborne coal price 
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index, coal import and export volumes are selected for modelling, and the contribution made by each 

influencing factor in each decision tree is calculated using the random forest algorithm, averaged and 

ranked in order to quantitatively study the influence of these factors on the degree of importance of 

coal prices. 

2.2 Analysis of influencing factors 

Factors affecting the price of coal are divided into two main internal and external factors, internal 

factors mainly from the production and circulation of coal to consumers in the process, at different 

stages of production costs, transportation costs, sales costs and other components of the overall 

situation. The following is a brief analysis of the external factors affecting the price of coal. (1) 

Supply and demand of coal: In a perfectly competitive market, the supply and demand of coal 

determines the price of coal. An increase in the supply of coal helps to stabilise and reduce the price 

of coal; an increase in the demand for coal helps to increase the price of coal. (2) Prices of alternative 

energy sources: The prices of energy substitutes indirectly affect the price of coal through the 

substitution effect of prices. As the importance of environmental protection increases, the state 

increases the development of non-fossil energy sources, reducing the demand for coal. (3) Scale of 

coal import and export: directly affects the balance of supply and demand in the coal market, thus 

indirectly affecting coal prices. Expanding coal import and curbing coal export are conducive to 

increasing supply in the domestic coal market, safeguarding the balance of domestic coal supply and 

demand, and controlling the rapid rise in domestic coal prices. (4) National economic development: 

The increase in demand for coal is influenced by the rapid development of the national economy. The 

expansion of coal mining also promotes the development of the coal industry, which has an impact 

on other factors affecting the price of coal. (5) National policies: The State introduces policies and 

regulations related to coal in both macro and micro aspects, and introduces corresponding coal price 

regulation policies in special periods, such as coal resource policies and coal import and export 

policies, which directly or indirectly have an impact on the price of coal. 

Based on the analysis of coal price influencing factors, seven influencing factors, namely national 

raw coal production (X1), consumer price index (X2), coal consumption demand (X3), domestic oil 

price (X4), seaborne coal price index (X5), coal import volume (X6), coal export volume (X7), and 

Qinhuangdao port power coal price (Y), are selected for modelling to quantitatively study the 

influence of these factors on coal price. The extent of the influence of these factors on coal prices is 

studied quantitatively. 

2.3 Research Methodology 

The random forest algorithm was used to calculate the contribution made by the influences on each 

decision tree and the contributions of the influences on each decision tree were averaged to compare 

the importance of the influences. The reduction in average impurity, measured by the Gini index, is 

chosen in this paper 𝐺𝐼𝑚  as the Gini index with m features, with m taking a value of seven in this 

paper; K indicates that there are K categories; and Pmk is the proportion of category k in node m. 
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The amount of change in the Gini index at node m. 
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The final ranking of the main factors influencing the price of power coal at Qinhuangdao port is 

derived. 

2.4 Analysis of results 

2.4.1 Selection of model parameters 

A random forest classifier in python is used to complete the random forest model. The two most 

important parameters n_estimators are used to specify the number of decision trees in the random 

forest, and max_depth is used to specify the maximum depth of the decision trees. The grid search 

method was used to set the parameter values n_estimators = [10,40,80,120,160,200], max_depth = 

[2,4,6,8,10,12], min_samples_split = [2,4,6,8] and min_samples_leaf = [2,4,6,8]. After a 10-fold 

cross-validation grid search, the information gain was calculated for each of the seven variables as 

the root node. The information gain was the largest among the raw coal production, so the decision 

tree for Qinhuangdao port power coal price was constructed with raw coal production as the root node, 

and the optimal parameters were obtained as max_depth=4, min_samples_leaf= 2, 

min_samples_split= This parameter value was used to construct a random forest model to regress the 

data, avoiding the possibility of overfitting the single decision tree and improving the prediction 

accuracy on the test data set, with an accuracy of 83.3%. 

2.4.2 Ranking of the main factors affecting the price of power coal at Qinhuangdao port 

The important factors influencing the price of power coal at Qinhuangdao port were selected using 

an ideal random forest prognosticator, and the importance of the influencing factors and the degree 

of influence is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Contribution of impact factors 

Influencing factors X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 

Contribution rate 0.3884 0.0712 0.0784 0.2762 0.0851 0.036 0.0647 

 

The importance of the respective variables has been ranked in descending order, with the most 

important being raw coal production and the top three variables being oil prices, seaborne coal price 

index and coal consumption demand. 

 

 

Figure 1. Ranking of the contribution of impact factors 

 

3. Forecasting of coal prices based on Lasso regression and multivariate fitting 

3.1 Research ideas 

In order to reduce the complexity of the model, the Lasso regression model was used to reduce the 

regression coefficients of some influencing factors that could not affect the price of coal to 0. The 

minimum mean squared error was selected through visualisation methods and ten-fold cross-
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validation to obtain a reasonable 𝜆 value. The Lasso model was reconstructed based on the best 𝜆 

value. For monthly coal price forecasting, the existing monthly data and the constructed Lasso 

regression model are selected for forecasting; for weekly coal price forecasting, the existing monthly 

data and the forecasted monthly data are selected for forecasting using polynomial fitting method; for 

daily coal price forecasting, the existing weekly data and the forecasted weekly data are selected for 

forecasting using polynomial fitting method 

3.2 Research Methodology 

3.2.1 Construction of multiple regression models 

Develop a multiple regression model of Y on Xi (i=1,2...7), the squared term Xi2 of Xi, and the cross 

term Xi*XJ of Xi. 

𝑌 =∑𝑋𝑖
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3.2.2 Synthesis of eigenvectors 

will be 𝑋 = [𝑋1⋯𝑋7, 𝑋𝑖
2, 𝑋𝑖𝑋𝑗] used as the input feature vector for the model. 

3.2.3 Design of the model 

In order to reduce the complexity of the model, some independent variables that cannot affect the 

dependent variable are screened out and some insignificant regression coefficients are directly 

reduced to zero during the reduction of the regression coefficients. the objective function is 

𝐽(𝛽) = ∑(𝑦 − 𝑥𝛽)2 + 𝜆‖𝛽‖1 = ∑(𝑦 − 𝑥𝛽)
2 + ∑𝜆|𝛽|  

𝜆‖𝛽‖1 is the penalty term of the objective function, 𝜆 is the penalty term coefficient, and ||𝛽||1 is 

the sum of all the regression coefficients 𝑙1. The penalty term is non-derivative at zero, and the 

iterative method of axis descent is chosen to obtain the Lasso regression coefficients. A partial 

derivative is made for some βj in the objective function such that the derivative function under each 

component is zero, obtained so that the objective function reaches a global minimum. 

𝐽(𝛽) = 𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝛽) + 𝜆𝑙1(𝛽) 
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To solve for the final LASSO regression coefficients, it is necessary to combine ESS(β) with the 

component derivatives of λl1(β) and make the derivative function 0, to finally arrive at the model 

coefficients of the Lasso regression. 
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3.3 Analysis of results 

3.3.1 Cross-validation method of determining 𝜆 values 

Firstly, the data set was split into k data groups with roughly equal sample size, and each data group 

had no overlapping observations with other groups; k-1 groups of data were randomly selected as the 

training set and the remaining group as the test set, resulting in k training and test sets. The value 

between 10-3 and 10-1 was determined by visualization method 𝜆, combined with ten-fold cross-

validation, the mean square error was used as the evaluation criterion to select the smallest mean 

square error, and finally a reasonable value of 𝜆 0.00766 was obtained. 
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𝐽(𝛽) = ∑(𝑦 − 𝑥𝛽)2 + 0.00766‖𝛽‖1 

The coefficients of the lasso regression model are returned, and the final lasso model is: 

Y=-0.2953X4
2 + 0.0046X2+0.84X4+0.0163X6-0.0497X7-0.0034X1𝑋5 

+0.0282X1𝑋6-0.036X2𝑋6-0.024X3𝑋4-0.2771X4𝑋5-0.0114X4𝑋6+0.4185 

3.3.2 Error results 

The mean squared error MSE was used as a quantitative evaluation of the model's effectiveness, and 

from the small MSE value, a good model fit was obtained. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2

^
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
= 0.15535 

3.3.3 Forecast of coal prices 

For future monthly coal price forecasts for May 2020 - April 2023, the available monthly data and 

the constructed Lasso regression model were selected and the forecast results are shown in the table 

below. For the May-December 2020 weekly coal price forecasts, 32 monthly data items were selected 

from May 2019 to December 2021, and a polynomial fit was applied, with a good fit and a score of 

0.82 at x of order 6: 

Y= -213.12X+64.446X2-8.267*X3+0.492*X4-0.014*X5+0.00014*X6+800.68 

For the forecast of daily coal prices in May 2020, a total of 89 weekly data from April 2019 to 

December 2020 were selected and fitted using a polynomial with a good fit and score of 0.98 when x 

reached order 6. 

Y= 11.518X-1.841X𝟐+0.099X𝟑-0.0024X𝟒+0.000026X𝟓-0.0000001X𝟔+594.44

  

      

Figure 2. Coal price weekly data forecast    Figure 3. Coal price daily data forecast 

 

4. Modification of coal price forecasting model with the introduction of 

contingency factors 

4.1 Research ideas 

Although the above model considers the impact of many factors on the final coal price, unexpected 

factors also have a non-negligible impact on coal prices, and the impact of unexpected factors on coal 

prices is considered comprehensively. Taking COVID-19 the in early 2020 as an example, the 

regression equation before the occurrence of the COVID-19 is established and compared with the 

above equation, it is concluded that the COVID-19 has a greater impact on the weights of CPI and 

oil prices, and the original regression equation is revised by introducing dummy variables. 
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4.2 Dummy variable-based model correction 

4.2.1 Establishing the regression equation before the outbreak 

The following regression equation was re-established for the data up to 19 years ago and the model 

passed the significance test with R2 = 0.8826 and p = 0.00. 

Y=13.49497X2+39.84785X4-0.593981X6-0.170454X7+0.00257X1*X5 

-0.098X1*X6+0.008924X2*X6-0.00231X3*X4-0.149085X4
2 

-0.042873X4*X5+0.000184X4*X6-835.726                

It can be seen that the occurrence of the COVID-19 has had a greater impact on the variable CPI and 

the coefficient before the price of oil. Since the spread of the COVID-19, residents of communities 

across the country have been quarantined in their homes, shopping malls and restaurants have been 

closed and consumption has not been possible, so the overall change in the consumer index of 

residents has been small and the impact on the price of coal has been correspondingly small. Oil, as 

a substitute for coal, has always had an impact on the price of coal, but the onset of the COVID-19 

brought the domestic transport industry to a near standstill and reduced domestic consumption of oil 

and coal significantly, making the price of oil less volatile for coal. In the above analysis, the 

occurrence of the COVID-19 epidemic is a sudden impact factor, if the prediction is based on the 

regression equation, obviously does not take into account the impact of sudden factors such as the 

COVID-19, in the case of unknown sudden conditions we introduce dummy variables for correction, 

resulting in the revised model 

4.2.2 Introduction of dummy variables 

A dummy variable was added to the coal price impact factor for the period up to 19 years ago, and 

the total number of confirmed new coronary pneumonia cases nationally, P, was taken as a measure 

of 

{
0, 𝑃 ≤ 25000

X8=1, 𝑃 ≥ 25000
 

Regression analysis of the dummy variables introduced in relation to the COVID-19 yielded the 

following regression equation. 

Y=1.074X2+3.84X4+0.357X6-0.0152X7-0.0026X1*X5+0.076X1*X6-0.0028X2*X6 

-0.032X3*X4 − 0.2096X4
2-0.1575X4*X5-0.0126X4*X6+0.4185-11.27X8        

 With the inclusion of dummy variables to account for contingencies, the model is closer to the true 

regression equation, so the introduction of dummy variables has a good corrective effect on the model. 

5. Policy recommendations to safeguard the steady state development of 

China's coal market 

First, the construction of a complete and perfect coal futures market, the full play of the coal futures 

market on the performance of coal price fluctuations. The impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on 

residential consumption and oil prices was indirectly transmitted to coal prices, causing instability in 

coal market prices. The fluctuation of the coal price index reflects the fluctuation of the coal market, 

through the coal futures market for power coal and other coal futures trading, the government and 

coal enterprises will be able to use the trend of coal futures prices to predict the supply and demand 

of various types of coal and price trends, to maximize the role of government regulation and control. 

Secondly, coal enterprises to market demand to determine production, according to the changes in 

market demand and timely adjustment of production. Under the macro-control of the national coal 

policy, coal enterprises should closely focus on the market changes of coal and organize coal 

production in a reasonable time. The excessive growth of coal products will lead to a greater supply 

than demand, which is not conducive to market stability and the overall development of coal 

enterprises. As China is currently in the midst of a new epidemic, the market in various industries is 

fluctuating significantly due to the impact of the epidemic, the coal sales market should focus on 
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stability and planning the production of coal in conjunction with the market demand and price changes 

of coal under the impact of the epidemic. 

Third, improve the railway transport capacity, reduce the cost of coal logistics and transport. The 

price of coal mainly includes two major components of cost and profit, and the cost of coal is a 

fundamental factor in determining the price of coal, of which transportation costs occupy a significant 

portion of the cost of coal. As the railway is the main way of logistics and transport in China, so 

strengthen the construction of railway transport channels, improve the annual transport capacity of 

the railway and thus strengthen the development of coal logistics, is an important link to stabilize the 

supply and price of coal. 

Fourth, to establish and improve the coal market price network, do a good job of coal price forecasting. 

At the same time, we should also take into account all kinds of unexpected situations in the future, 

such as the massive shutdown caused by the COVID-19 epidemic , to improve the model and establish 

a comprehensive coal price prediction model with the introduction of random and unexpected 

variables to make the coal price prediction more accurate. 
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